
Equalities Impact Assessment Part 1: Quick Screening Tool 
This tool is designed to offer a quick screening (20-40 mins) approach to your 
project, service or strategy (project).  This will help to identify Relevance, Scope, 
Focus and consultation requirements.  Please see guidance for further information. 
 
Directorate: Regeneration, Homes and Communities 
 
Service: Housing services
 
Lead Impact Assessor:  
 
Name of strategy Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) Policy 
 
Person for delivery: James Smith, empty homes officer

1.  What is the purpose of the policy?  
The purpose of our CPO policy is to:  

 
• To use enforcement powers where the owners of unoccupied properties are 

resistant to positive inducement by the Council to get their properties 
occupied.  (Where the council need to apply CPO to occupied properties then 
an individual Impact Assessment will be needed on each case) 

• To seek approval from cabinet to pursue a compulsory purchase order on 
properties that are empty for over two years.  

• Increase the supply of affordable housing.  
• Reduce the negative impact that empty properties have on our community. 
 

1. Who will be affected and how?   
 
Owners of long term empty dwellings 

• All empty property owners will be made aware that the council will no 
longer allow them to keep their properties empty. Owners who have 
failed to respond to the councils inducements will especially be 
targeted by the CPO policy.   

 
Our community 

• Bringing empty properties back into use addresses both the shortage 
of affordable housing and the negative impact that empty properties 
has on our community - such as the fear of crime.  

3.  Does the item fit with the Council’s priorities?  
 
Priority 1: Doing everything we can to soften the impact of the economic 
downturn on the town's economy and residents' lives  

• Bringing empty properties, which are often in poor condition, back into use 
will create work and generate income for the town.  

 
• Empty properties devalue neighbouring property. 

 
• CPO properties will be given a true current market value by the District 

Valuation Office, who will take into consideration the property condition. 
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This process enables these properties to be purchased at a true market 
rate rather than a perceived investment value. A realistic valuation will  
enable the purchaser to more afford to improve or repair an empty 
property, enhancing further the properties affordability. 

 
Priority 2: Working closely with our partners to make the town safe and clean  
Empty properties are associated with crime and anti-social behaviour, they attract fly-
tipping, are vulnerable to arson and add to the fear of crime. Properties for 
consideration for CPO will be based on a matrix of factors such as planning 
enforcement notices, police and community officer reports, public reporting of empty 
properties, environmental health reports (vermin, fly tipping) and reports from the 
Council’s borough engineer where the building presents a danger. 
 
Priority 3:  Making sure we're efficient, customer-focussed and a good 
organisation to work for  
Accessibility to our service is via a free phone customer hotline and a website form 
allows queries to be made electronically to the empty homes officer.  We will liaise 
with owners so that it may not be necessary to serve a CPO, the effect of serving a 
CPO-the treat of in effect taking possession of their unoccupied property- is often 
enough to spur then into taking action towards bringing their property back into use.  
Positive outcomes at the early stages of a cabinet CPO approval will save money on 
further legal action and officer time. 
 
Priority 4:  Promoting equality and an inclusive, supportive community  
The empty homes officer provides a service to customers of all backgrounds and 
circumstances. Accessibility to our service is via a free phone customer hotline and a 
website form allows queries to be made electronically to the empty homes officer.   
 
Priority 5: Tackling climate change and making Hastings more environmentally 
sustainable.  
The renovation of existing buildings uses fewer resources and therefore has a lower 
carbon output than new build. The renovation of empty properties provides an 
opportunity for retrospective fitting of energy efficient measures.  
 
Priority 6: Establish a culture of openness throughout the Council  
We work with other departments to achieve the needs of the strategy. We supply 
information on empty properties to other groups to allow them to target resources to 
best effect.  We collect and share data which records involvement with empty 
properties, some of the agencies we work with are planning, planning enforcement, 
building control, housing options. 
 

4. Does it help to achieve the aims of the Equalities Scheme?  
The Hastings Borough Council Single Equalities Scheme (SES) 2010-2013, agreed 
on 1 March 2010, acknowledges that the Council may take discretionary enforcement 
action to help improve housing standards.  Where it does so, there is a commitment 
that the Council will not use enforcement action to discriminate, with particular regard 
to: race; gender; disability; sexuality; age; religion and belief; and investigations will 
conform to legislative requirements, codes of practice and guidance. The findings of 
this impact assessment contribute to the SES (objective 5) by clearly identifying how 
equalities and cohesion issues will be addressed in developing this new policy, and 
how any likely impacts are to be mitigated.  
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Equalities Impact (Risk Assessment) Testing Tool 
This tool determines the degree of consultation required. 
When considering whether there would be a negative impact, you should consider the following: 

• If the item could potentially discriminate unlawfully against any group (High) 
• If any group could be denied fair and equal treatment  (High) 
• If there have been any concerns or complaints expressed about the item (or similar items elsewhere) having a negative impact 

There may also be a positive impact; this would give a ‘Low’ in the ratings. 
• If it could actively promote good relations between different groups  
• If it could promote equality of opportunity  

 
Group Likelihood of 

negative 
effect 

Impact of 
one negative 
effect 

Overall 
assessment 
rating 

Describe potential and actual impacts (show your thought 
process). Especially if you have given a High rating. 

Disability 
 

High 
Medium 
Low  

High  
Medium 
Low 

High 
Medium  
Low 

Our CPO policy does not specifically look to bring empty properties 
back into occupation for the use of disabled persons. Whether a 
property is suitable for disabled persons or not depends on the type 
of property and individual requirements. Some properties targeted 
for enforcement have generally provided improved access /layout in 
line with our use of the housing, health and safety rating system. 
Owners will have access to information concerning the disabled 
facilities grant.  
We will offer versions of our CPO literature in large print and in 
Braille. 
 

Gender 
 

High 
Medium 
Low  

High 
Medium 
Low  

High 
Medium 
Low  

This service is specifically aimed to promote equality and address 
the impact of inequality and discrimination on persons regardless of 
gender, sexual orientation, race, religion/belief age their social or 
economic status or whether they are transgender. 

 



Sexual Orientation 
 

High 
Medium 
Low  

High 
Medium 
Low  

High 
Medium 
Low  

This service is specifically aimed to promote equality and address 
the impact of inequality and discrimination on persons regardless of 
gender, sexual orientation, race, religion/belief age their social or 
economic status or whether they are transgender. 

Race High 
Medium 
Low  

High  
Medium 
Low 

High  
Medium 
Low 

This service is specifically aimed to promote equality and address 
the impact of inequality and discrimination on persons regardless of 
gender, sexual orientation, race, religion/belief age their social or 
economic status or whether they are transgender. We will offer our 
translation service when sending out our CPO literature, 
additionally we will advise all owners to seek independent legal 
advice so that they fully understand  our CPO process. 

Religion/ belief High 
Medium 
Low  

High  
Medium 
Low 

High  
Medium 
Low 

This service is specifically aimed to promote equality and address 
the impact of inequality and discrimination on persons regardless of 
gender, sexual orientation, race, religion/belief age their social or 
economic status or whether they are transgender. We will seek 
advice where owners state that their property is kept empty 
because of religious reasons or due to specific beliefs.  

Age High 
Medium 
Low  

High 
Medium  
Low 

High 
Medium  
Low 

Empty properties negatively affect all age groups Where owners of 
empty properties are elderly we will offer advice. Owners who are in 
care are not pursued by us for enforcement action, nor are 
properties under probate. Elderly people may be more sensitive to 
the fear of crime that empty properties are known to generate. 
Where improvements are stipulated by us (as part of a cross-
undertaking for agreeing to hold off taking possession of an empty 
property) we will consider hazards within a property likely to affect 
the over 60s (classed as a vulnerable age group). The hazards 
likely to affect both younger and older age groups are taken into 
consideration where opportunities arise for us to be involved in the 
improvement of empty properties. Large print versions of CPO 
literature will be made available on request. 
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Social and economic 
exclusion 

High 
Medium 
Low  

High 
Medium 
Low  

High 
Medium 
Low  

Where owners begin to react positively to being served with a CPO 
we will offer advice on how to bring a property back into use, such 
as the how to sell, let, renovate. The service is free and available to 
all. Reporting a property to the Council is also free. 

Transgender High 
Medium 
Low  

High 
Medium 
Low  

High 
Medium 
Low  

This service is specifically aimed to promote equality and address 
the impact of inequality and discrimination on persons regardless of 
gender, sexual orientation, race, religion/belief age their social or 
economic status or whether they are transgender. 

Other 
 
 

High 
Medium 
Low 

High 
Medium 
Low 

High 
Medium 
Low 

none 

 
To calculate the overall assessment in the third column, use the following: 
 
Low = Likelihood Low and Impact Low 
High = Likelihood High and Impact Medium or High. Likelihood Medium and Impact High 
Medium = All other possibilities 
 
The table on page 8 of the guidance may be able to help further. 
 
Generally:  
Low Relevance = Short internal consultation 
Medium Relevance = Limited consultation 
High Relevance = Full consultation 
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